Annex-1 : Effective top of the head restraint

Case study of IP point determination at the horizontal top

Paragraph 2.3.2

Where IP would be located rearward of the horizontal top of the head restraint, IP will be designated at the horizontal top of the restraint (see Figure 1-4)

Case-1 : OK

Case-2 : Horizontal top at the distance X

or forwardmost point in horizontal top.

Paragraph 2.3.2 describes that IP would be located rearwards of the horizontal top of the head restraint, IP will be designated at the horizontal head restraint.
Annex-1 : Effective top of the head restraint

Case study of IP point determination where CP can not be determined on the head restraint surface.

Clarify the effective height of Head restraint

**Case-1 to 3 : Paragraph 2.3.2 describes that CP is determined as horizontal top**

Paragraph 2.3.2 describes that IP would be located rearwards of the horizontal top of the head restraint, IP will be designated at the horizontal head restraint.